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Abstract
Transcranial magnetic stimulation and deep brain stimulation have emerged as therapeutic
modalities for treatment refractory depression; however, little remains known regarding the
circuitry that mediates the therapeutic effect of these approaches. Here we show that direct
optogenetic stimulation of prefrontal cortex (PFC) descending projection neurons in mice
engineered to express Chr2 in layer V pyramidal neurons (Thy1–Chr2 mice) models an
antidepressant-like effect in mice subjected to a forced-swim test. Furthermore, we show that this
PFC stimulation induces a long-lasting suppression of anxiety-like behavior (but not conditioned
social avoidance) in socially stressed Thy1–Chr2 mice: an effect that is observed >10 d after the
last stimulation. Finally, we use optogenetic stimulation and multicircuit recording techniques
concurrently in Thy1–Chr2 mice to demonstrate that activation of cortical projection neurons
entrains neural oscillatory activity and drives synchrony across limbic brain areas that regulate
affect. Importantly, these neural oscillatory changes directly correlate with the temporally precise
activation and suppression of limbic unit activity. Together, our findings show that the direct
activation of cortical projection systems is sufficient to modulate activity across networks
underlying affective regulation. They also suggest that optogenetic stimulation of cortical
projection systems may serve as a viable therapeutic strategy for treating affective disorders.
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Introduction
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a complex multifactorial neuropsychiatric illness
characterized by profound changes in mood, sleep, affect, and interests (American
Psychiatric Association, 2000; Akil et al., 2010). At least 4% of the United States population
is affected by MDD each year, and 17% of the population is expected to suffer from MDD
in their lifetime (Blazer et al., 1994; Kessler et al., 1994). The disorder is associated with
significant morbidity and mortality and is projected to become the second leading cause of
disability worldwide by 2030 (Mathers and Loncar, 2006). Furthermore, the disorder is
highlighted by a heterogeneous presentation of symptoms, which makes its characterization,
evaluation, and treatment difficult.

Functional changes across vast circuits spanning multiple cortical and subcortical brain areas
are thought to contribute to the symptoms comprising MDD (Drevets, 2001; Liotti and
Mayberg, 2001). Nevertheless, the exact neurobiological underpinnings of depressive
symptoms and various therapeutic modalities remain to be clarified. The primary treatment
modalities for individuals suffering from MDD include pharmacotherapy, psychotherapy,
and electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). However, these modalities fail to fully ameliorate
symptoms in up to 50% of depressed individuals (Nestler et al., 2002), and lifetime
recurrence rates after recovery are estimated to be >35–50% (Mueller et al., 1999; Eaton et
al., 2008). Novel approaches, including deep brain stimulation (DBS) and transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), have recently emerged as viable therapeutic options (Ressler
and Mayberg, 2007; George et al., 2010). Both DBS and TMS function by stimulating
cortical brain areas (George et al., 1999; Mayberg et al., 2005), either through the direct
delivery of current via surgically implanted stimulating electrodes (DBS) or through the
transcranial modulation of neural activity via the external manipulation of magnetic fields
(TMS); however, little remains known about the brain network mechanisms whereby these
modalities mediate their antidepressant effect.

The prevailing hypothesis is that DBS and TMS mediate their antidepressant effect by
directly activating descending prefrontal cortex (PFC) signals (Mayberg, 2009). These
descending brain signals then modulate dynamic activity across subcortical limbic circuits
(i.e., top-down control) that are responsible for reward processing, fear and anxiety,
motivation, and circadian regulation. Unfortunately, it has been difficult to generate concrete
evidence that supports this hypothesis given the complexity of recording the activity of
widely distributed limbic circuits during direct activation of descending cortical pathways in
both healthy and depressed individuals. Furthermore, although animal studies have been
used to generate a great deal of insight into the mechanism of action of several treatment
modalities for depressed individuals, including pharmacotherapy and ECT (Nestler et al.,
2002; Jinno and Kosaka, 2009), neuroscience tools that allow activity to be quantified across
intact brain circuits in animals during the manipulation of activity across specific cell types
have been lacking.

Here we empirically assess whether direct optogenetic stimulation of cortical projection
neurons is sufficient to modify depression-related behaviors in mice. Furthermore, we use
multicircuit neurophysiological recording techniques and optogenetic stimulation
concurrently to examine the effect of cortical layer V activation on neural activity across
distributed limbic networks responsible for affective regulation.
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Materials and Methods
Animal care and use

Male mice were used for all experiments. Thy1–ChR2–eYFP line 18 mice (Thy1–Chr2
mice) were generated as described previously (Arenkiel et al., 2007). These mice are also
commercially available through The Jackson Laboratories [B6.Cg–Tg(Thy1–Chr2/
EYFP)18Gfng/J]. Thy1–Chr2 (line 18) mice express the ChR2–YFP fusion protein in layer
V cortical neurons [including prelimbic cortex (PrL); see Figure 1], CA1 and CA3
pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus, cerebellar mossy fibers, neurons in the thalamus,
neurons in the midbrain and brainstem, and the olfactory bulb mitral cells. Consistent with
previous reports (Arenkiel et al., 2007; Kahn et al., 2011), pyramidal neurons in layer 2/3 of
PrL do not express Chr2 in the Thy1–Chr2 line 18 mice. Mice were housed on a 12 h light/
dark cycle, three to five per cage and maintained in a humidity- and temperature-controlled
room with food and water available ad libitum. Behavioral experiments were initiated after a
1 week recovery and were conducted during the dark cycle. Neurophysiological experiments
were initiated after a 2–4 week recovery and were conducted during the light cycle while
animals were in their home cage. All of the implanted Thy1–Chr2 animals were subjected to
a 20 min recording session wherein the stimulating laser was driven at 0.1 Hz. Eight of the
implanted Thy1–Chr2 mice were also subjected to a 2 min recording sessions in which ~30 s
of baseline neurophysiological activity was acquired before and after 60 s of continuous
cortical stimulation using an exogenous spike pattern.

All studies were conducted with approved protocols from the Duke University Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committees and were in accordance with the National Institutes of
Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Surgery
Four- to eight-month-old Thy1–Chr2 mice were anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg)
and xylazine (10 mg/kg) and placed in a stereotaxic device, and metal ground screws were
secured to the skull above cerebellum and anterior cranium. For physiology experiments, a
total of 32–46 tungsten microwires were arranged in bundle arrays of four to eight wires
(each wire separated by at least 250 μm) and implanted as shown in Table 1 (all coordinates
are measured from bregma).

Full details of the procedures for electrode construction and surgical implantation have been
described previously (Dzirasa et al., 2011a).

Twelve Thy1–Chr2 mice were implanted with recording electrodes in all four brain areas,
and one wild-type (WT) mouse was implanted in PrL. A mono fiber-optic cannula coupled
to a 2.5 mm metal ferrule [numerical aperture 0.22; 100 μm (inner diameter), 125 μm buffer
(outer diameter); MFC_100/125-0.22; Doric Lenses] was built directly into the PrL cortex
bundle. The tip of the fiber was secured 800 μm above the tip of the tungsten microwires
such that the optical fiber lay just above the dura above the midline after implantation.
Implanted electrodes were anchored to ground screws using dental acrylic. For all
behavioral experiments, 8- to 10-week-old Thy1–Chr2 mice and their littermate controls (N
=42 mice) were implanted with a single mono fiber-optic cannula in PrL 250 μm below the
dura [anteroposterior (AP), 2.65 mm; mediolateral (ML), 0 mm to bregma]. All behavioral
experiments were initiated after a 7 d recovery period after surgery. Note that, for our
behavioral experiments using chronic subordination stress, mice were implanted with
stimulating electrodes before being exposed to the stress paradigm. For c-fos experiments,
18- to 24-week-old Thy1–Chr2 mice (n = 12) were implanted with a single mono fiber-optic
cannula in PrL 250 μm below the dura (AP, 2.65 mm; ML, 0 mm to bregma). All behavioral
experiments were initiated after a 7–14 d recovery period after surgery.
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In vivo light stimulation
Laser output was controlled by digital input from the Cerebus acquisition system using
custom-written MATLAB scripts for neurophysiology experiments and during the forced-
swim test. For chronic stimulation experiments, an arbitrary function generator (model
33210A; Agilent Technologies) was used to drive the laser. The stimulation pattern used for
both systems was identical. For all experiments presented in the main text, each spike of the
stimulus train initiated a 10 ms light pulse. The prerecorded neuron firing pattern used to
drive the laser was based on a PFC layer V pyramidal neuron. This neuron exhibited a mean
firing rate (4.02 Hz), consistent with the mean firing rate of PFC pyramidal neurons
described in other studies (Jones and Wilson, 2005). Our physiology experiments were
performed with a laser power of 2.5 mW (corresponding to 250 mW/mm2). The tip of the
fiber-optic cannula was located above the superior sagittal sinus and above the dura.
Assuming the attenuation of light above the gray matter is predicted by a simple conical
model for diffusion through saline (Yizhar et al., 2011), we expect a maximum illumination
of 9.2 mW/mm2 over a cortical surface area of 0.217 mm2 and a maximum light spread of
300 μm. All behavioral experiments were conducted with a laser power of 2.0 mW
(corresponding to 200 mW/mm2), with the optic stimulating fiber placed 250 μm below the
dorsal surface of the dura at the midline. For these experiments, we expect a maximum
illumination of 23.3 mW/ mm2 over a cortical surface area of 0.102 mm2 and a maximum
light spread of 400 μm. For the neurophysiological anatomical control experiment, the optic
fiber was placed directly on the brain surface directly above primary sensory cortex (S1)
[AP, −0.1 mm; ML, +3.25 mm; dorsoventral (DV), 0.75 from bregma], and light stimulation
was delivered at 20 mW/mm2. Laser output was measured using a Power meter (PM100D;
Thorlabs).

Controlling for tissue-heating effects during high-intensity cortical stimulation
Five minutes of high-intensity light stimulation has the potential to damage cortical tissues
and to induce physiological and behavioral changes. To account for this potential confound,
the tip of the optic stimulating fiber was placed into the superior sagittal sinus such that
there was constant blood flow over the stimulated cortical tissue. This approach was used to
increase the likelihood for the dissipation of heat that resulted from high-intensity light
stimulation. Second, all control experiments were performed in WT littermates that received
identical cortical stimulations, and behavioral comparisons were made across genotype.

Forced-swim test
Thy1–Chr2 mice and their WT littermate controls were anesthetized with isoflurane and
connected to an optic stimulating fiber. After a 15 min recovery period, mice were placed
into a 4000 ml graduated beaker filled with water (26°C) to a depth of 7 inches. The mice
remained in the water for 5 min during cortical stimulation and were then removed and
allowed to dry in a clean dry cage before they were returned to their home cage. The water
was changed between each subject. Mice were monitored using a side-mounted camera, and
video data were scored for the total time each mouse spent immobile. The experimenter
scoring the behavior was blind to the genotype of the mice, and immobility was defined as
no volitional body or limb movement. Additional control experiments were performed in
unimplanted animals. Data were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA, followed by a
Bonferroni’s-corrected Student’s t test at α = 0.05.

Open-field test
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and connected to an optic stimulating fiber. After a
15 min recovery period, mice were placed into a 10.75 × 10.75-inch open-field test
environment (MED-OFA-MS; Med Associates). For our initial experiments, six Thy1–Chr2
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mice were placed in an open field, and locomotor profiles were recorded for 5 min. Light
stimulations were delivered at 40 Hz (5 ms pulse width) and 4.02 Hz (prerecorded neuron
pattern) for 1 min during minutes 2 and 4 of the open-field test. Three Thy1–Chr2 mice
received the 40 Hz stimulus first, and the other three mice received the 4.02 Hz stimulus
first. Animals were used only once, and statistical comparisons of locomotor behavior were
made between the 1 min period in which each animal received PFC stimulation and the 1
min period immediately after stimulation using a paired Student’s t test at α = 0.05.

For the second set of experiments, locomotor profiles were monitored in Thy1–Chr2 and
WT control mice while light stimulation was delivered using the 1 min prerecorded PrL
neuron pattern repeated across the 5 min test period. Additional control experiments were
performed in unimplanted animals. Data were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA, followed
by a Bonferroni’s-corrected Student’s t test at α = 0.05.

Chronic subordination stress and chronic PrL stimulation
Thy1–Chr2 and WT littermate control mice were implanted with stimulating fibers and 10 d
later subjected to 15 d of chronic social defeat stress as described previously (Berton et al.,
2006; Covington et al., 2010). Briefly, mice were exposed to a novel CD1 aggressor for 5
min daily and then separated from the aggressor behind a protective barrier for the
remainder of the day. During bouts of exposure to the CD1 mice, hallmark behavioral signs
of subordination stress were observed, including escape, submissive postures (i.e., defensive
upright and supine), and freezing. Immediately after the last social defeat episode, all mice
were housed individually. Forty-eight hours after the last social defeat encounter, mice
received 5 min of daily cortical stimulation using the same prerecorded PrL neuron pattern
used for our physiology experiments. All animals were stimulated in their home cage for 14
days. Ten to 14 d after the last cortical stimulation, mice were tested for social avoidance
and anxiety-related behaviors. Single-housed C57BL/6J mice were used as an additional
control for the social interaction test.

Social interaction test
Social interaction was measured as described previously (Berton et al., 2006). Briefly, mice
were placed within a novel arena with a small animal cage located at one end. Each socially
stressed mouse’s movement was monitored for 5 min in the presence of a CD1 mouse.
Locomotor activity measurements (distance traveled) and information pertaining to the
duration spent within the interaction zone was quantified using Ethovision 3.0 software.
Data were analyzed using a Student’s t test at α = 0.05.

Elevated plus maze test
The elevated plus maze (EPM) was designed using black Plexiglas fitted with white-bottom
surfaces to provide contrast, and tests were conducted as described previously (Monteggia et
al., 2007). Briefly, mice were placed in the center of the plus maze and allowed to freely
explore the maze for 5 min under well-lit conditions (Covington et al., 2010). The position
of each mouse in the maze was monitored with video tracking equipment (Ethovision) and a
ceiling-mounted camera. Data were analyzed using a Student’s t test at α = 0.05.

Neurophysiological data acquisition
Neuronal activity was sampled at 30 kHz, high-pass filtered at 250 Hz, sorted online, and
stored using the Cerebus acquisition system (Blackrock Microsystems). Neuronal data were
referenced online against a wire within the same brain area that did not exhibit a signal-to-
noise ratio greater than 3:1. At the end of the recording, cells were sorted again using an
offline sorting algorithm (Plexon) to confirm the quality of the recorded cells. Local field
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potentials (LFPs) were bandpass filtered at 0.3–500 Hz and stored at 1000 Hz. An online 60
Hz line noise-cancelation algorithm was applied to neurophysiological signals at the time of
acquisition, and all neurophysiological recordings were referenced to a ground wire
connected to both ground screws. Notably, wires tested from the two screws were
isoelectric, demonstrating that ground loops were not introduced by this design.

Determination of the effect of cortical stimulation on LFP oscillatory power
A second sliding window Fourier transform was applied to the LFP signal using MATLAB
(MathWorks). Parameters were chosen to allow a frequency and temporal resolution of
0.125 Hz and 500 ms, respectively. The mean oscillatory power was then calculated for each
frequency band of interest for the time intervals before, during, and after cortical
stimulation. To determine the effect of cortical stimulation on limbic oscillatory power,
oscillatory power observed during cortical stimulation was averaged across all LFPs
recorded from the same area within a mouse and compared with the mean of the oscillatory
power observed before and after cortical stimulation using a paired t test at α = 0.05,
followed by a false discovery rate (FDR) correction (Benjamini et al., 2001) within each
frequency band (n =8 mice for all areas).

Determination of the effect of cortical stimulation on cross-area spectral synchrony
Two LFPs were randomly chosen from each recorded brain area, and four cross-area
synchrony functions were calculated for each LFP pair using the MATLAB mscohere
function. Parameters were chosen to allow a frequency and temporal resolution of 0.125 Hz
and 500 ms, respectively. To determine the effect of cortical stimulation on limbic
synchrony, coherence values observed during cortical stimulation were averaged across the
four cross-area synchrony functions calculated for each brain area pair and compared to the
mean of the coherence values observed before and after cortical stimulation using a paired t
test at α = 0.05, followed by an FDR correction for the five brain area pairs within each
frequency band (n = 8 mice for all other comparisons).

Determination of the effect of cortical stimulation on limbic unit activity
Neuronal activity was recorded for 20 min while cortex was stimulated at 0.1 Hz. Neuronal
activity referenced to the light onset was averaged in 20 ms bin, shifted by 1 ms, and
averaged across the 120 trials to construct the perievent time histogram. Distributions of the
histogram from the [−5000, −2000 ms] interval were considered baseline activity. We then
determined which 20 ms bins slid in 1 ms steps during an epoch spanning from the [0, 300
ms] interval met the criteria for modulation by cortical stimulation. A unit was considered to
be modulated by cortical stimulation if at least 20 bins had firing rates either larger than a
threshold of 99% above baseline activity or smaller than a threshold of 94% below baseline
activity (several neurons displayed both temporally delayed increases and decreases in their
firing rates after single-pulse cortical stimulation). This approach was modeled after
perievent analytical approaches used in other published studies (Jin and Costa, 2010).
Correlations between peri-stimulus firing rate time histograms and mean LFP evoked
responses were calculated for the [0, 100 ms] interval using a linear regression at α = 0.05.

Excitotoxic lesions
Ibotenic acid was used to induce selective excitotoxic lesions in the PrL of Thy1 mice
(Hamani et al., 2010). Briefly, ibotenic acid (Abcam) was dissolved in PBS, pH 7.4,
containing 0.01% of acetic acid. Mice were anesthetized and placed in a stereotaxic device
as described above. Next, 2 μg of ibotenic acid (dissolved in 0.4 μl of PBS) was injected at
four target sites using a 5 μl Hamilton syringe (AP, 2.4 or 2.9 mm; ML, +0.35 and −0.35
mm; DV, 0.8 mm measured from bregma). The solution was injected at a rate of 0.1 μl/min,
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and the needle was left in place for 5 min after each injection to ensure the diffusion of the
solution in the brain tissue. Mice were then returned to their home cage, and electrodes were
implanted 2 weeks later as described above. One Thy1–Chr2 mouse was also injected
unilaterally with ibotenic acid and used for the generation of histological images.

Histology and immunohistochemistry
To characterize the PrL Chr2 expression pattern in the Thy1–Chr2 (line 18) mice, an 8-
week-old mouse was perfused, and its brain was incubated for 3 d in 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA), followed by 24 h in 30% sucrose. Free-floating sections (50 μm) were cut using a
microtome, mounted on glass slides, and examined near the PrL (+2.6 mm AP to bregma)
for the presence of YFP to identify expression of Chr2 as well as DAPI to identify nuclei
using a Carl Zeiss LSM 510 inverted confocal microscope in wide-field fluorescence and
laser scanning confocal modes. For immunohistochemistry studies, 12 single-housed 20- to
24-week-old male Thy1–Chr2 mice were implanted with fiber optic stimulating cannula in
PrL. After a 7–14 d recovery period, mice were anesthetized under isoflurane, and a fiber
optic patchcord was connected to the implanted optical fiber. One hour later, six mice were
stimulated for 5 min at a light intensity of 250 mW/ mm2 with the same neuron-based firing
pattern used for our behavioral experiments. The remaining six mice were stimulated at a
light intensity of 0 mW/mm2 (i.e., nonstimulated controls). One hour after stimulation, all
mice were perfused, and their brains were incubated for 3 d in 4% PFA, followed by 24 h
immersion in 30% sucrose. Sections were sliced at 50 μm and stained with an anti-c-fos
antibody (lot D00119667; Calbiochem) using the following protocol: slices were blocked in
blocking buffer containing 0.25% Triton X-100, 3% goat serum (overnight at 4°C),
incubated at room temperature for 1 h in a 1:20,000 dilution of c-fos primary antibody,
followed by incubation for 72 h at 4°C. Slices were then rinsed in blocking buffer three
times for 2 h at 4°C, followed by an overnight incubation in a secondary antibody (1:1000,
Alexa Fluor-555 goat anti-rabbit; Invitrogen) at 4°C, followed by two washes in blocking
buffer and one wash in PBS at 4°C for 2 h each. Images were captured on a Nikon Eclipse
80i fluorescence microscope at 40× magnification. Non-specific staining levels were
determined by imaging slices processed in parallel in the absence of the primary antibody;
this background fluorescence was filtered out of all c-fos-stained slices. All cells with at
least 50% of the nucleus having fluorescence intensity above the non-specific threshold
were considered positive for c-fos. Threshold and pixel intensities were analyzed using
Nikon Elements Basic software. Three fields of highest intensity were imaged for each
region [PrL, nucleus accumbens (NAc), basal amygdala (BA), and ventral tegmental area
(VTA)] of each of three brains per condition. The number of neurons that expressed c-fos in
each brain region was compared between stimulated and nonstimulated mice using a t test.

Statistics
All data in the main text are presented as mean ± SEM.

Results
High-frequency stimulation of PFC layer V neurons induces hyperactivity

Non-layer-selective activation of PFC pyramidal neurons has been shown recently to alter
locomotor behavioral profiles in mice infected with Chr2 virus (Anikeeva et al., 2012).
Thus, we tested the effect of direct PFC layer V stimulation on forward locomotion (Fig. 1).
Six Thy1–Chr2 mice were implanted with stimulating fibers in anterior PFC, and animals
were stimulated as they explored an open field. Each mouse was subjected to a 40 Hz
stimulation pattern and a stimulation pattern based on the firing pattern of a previously
recorded PFC pyramidal neuron (mean stimulation rate of 4.02 Hz). Consistent with
previous reports in mice infected with Chr2 virus (Anikeeva et al., 2012), 40 Hz PFC
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stimulation induced hyperactivity in Thy1–Chr2 mice (t(5) = 3.18; p = 0.024 using FDR-
corrected paired t test). Conversely, stimulation with the pyramidal neuron pattern had no
effect on locomotor profiles during the 1 min stimulation period (t(5) = 0.51; p = 0.63 using
FDR-corrected paired t test; Fig. 1).

Low-frequency stimulation of PFC layer V neurons models an acute antidepressant-like
effect

Next, we examined whether direct stimulation of layer V–PFC projection neurons exhibited
antidepressant-like properties. For these experiments, we used the stimulation pattern based
on the prerecorded pyramidal neuron. We chose this stimulation pattern instead of higher-
frequency stimulation patterns classically used in DBS (i.e., >120 Hz) for three reasons.
First, the stimulation frequency used with the prerecorded neuron was consistent with the
mean firing rate of PFC pyramidal neurons observed in other studies (Jones and Wilson,
2005). Second, higher-frequency PFC stimulation (i.e., 40 Hz) induced forward locomotion
in Thy1–Chr2 mice, presenting a major confound to measuring the effect of layer V PFC
stimulation on classic depression-related behaviors. Finally, previous studies have
demonstrated that the fidelity of Chr2 stimulation is significantly limited above 40 Hz
(Gunaydin et al., 2010).

Seven Thy1–Chr2 mice and their WT littermate controls were implanted with optogenetic
stimulating fibers in PrL, and mice were subjected to a classic forced-swim test during PrL
stimulation. For these experiments, animals were stimulated with the 1 min pattern used in
our initial behavioral experiments repeated over the course of the 5 min behavioral
experiments (acute stimulation). Our results indicated that stimulated Thy1–Chr2 mice
displayed significantly lower immobility times compared with their stimulated WT
littermate controls during the forced-swim test [two-way ANOVA of genotype × stimulation
found significant genotype × stimulation effects (F(1,27) = 8.36, p = 0.008); post hoc tests
using Bonferroni’s-corrected Student’s t test found significant genotype effects (immobility
time, 32.4 ± 7.3 and 6.4 ± 2.5 s for stimulated Thy1–Chr2 and their WT littermates,
respectively; t(12) = 3.65; p = 0.003; n = 7 mice per genotype)]. No differences in immobility
time were observed between non-stimulated Thy1–Chr2 mice and their littermate controls
(immobility time, 153.9 ±7.9 and 133.8 ± 11.6 s for Thy1–Chr2 and their WT littermates,
respectively; t(12) = 1.43; p = 0.18 using Bonferroni’s-corrected Student’s t test; n =7 mice
per genotype; note that these mice were not implanted with stimulating fibers before the
forced-swim test). Thy1–Chr2 mice stimulated with the PrL neuron pattern also traveled
greater distances in an open-field test compared with their littermate controls [two-way
ANOVA of genotype × stimulation revealed a significant genotype × stimulation interaction
effect (F(1,24) = 5.22, p = 0.0328)]. Post hoc tests of distance traveled found significant
genotype effects within the stimulated group of mice (distance traveled, 1324.0 ± 57.9 and
942.1 ± 113.7 s for Thy1–Chr2 and their WT littermates, respectively; t(9) = 3.16; p = 0.01
using Bonferroni’s-corrected Student’s t test; n = 5–7 mice per genotype) but not within the
nonstimulated group (distance traveled, 975.3 ± 84.7 and 1045.7 ± 119.6 s for Thy1–Chr2
and their WT littermates, respectively; t(12) = 0.48; p = 0.64 using Bonferroni’s-corrected
Student’s t test; n = 5–7 mice per genotype; note that these mice were not implanted with
stimulating fibers before the open-field test). Notably, cortical stimulation did not directly
induce hyperactivity, because no statistical differences were observed between stimulated
Thy1–Chr2 mice and WT littermate controls during the first minute of open-field
exploration (t(9) = 1.32; p = 0.22 using Student’s t test). Rather, cortical stimulation in
Thy1–Chr2 mice sustained the initial behavioral response observed in both WT and Thy1–
Chr2 mice (Fig. 1d). This effect was consistent with the psychomotor activating properties
exhibited by antidepressant agents (Brocco et al., 2002).
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PFC stimulation models a chronic antidepressant-like effect in socially stressed mice
Chronic subordination stress is most often followed by the expression of a long-lasting
behavioral syndrome in mice that is characterized by social avoidance, impaired coping
responses to other environmental stressors, and anxiety-like behaviors (Krishnan et al.,
2007). Notably, these stress-induced behaviors can be reversed by chronic, but not acute,
administration of conventional antidepressants (Berton et al., 2006). Thus, we also examined
whether chronic PrL stimulation was sufficient to model an antidepressant-like response in
chronically stressed mice. Thy1–Chr2 mice and their WT littermate controls were subjected
to 15 d of chronic subordination stress. Following chronic stress exposure, WT and Thy1-
Chr2 mice were repeatedly stimulated with the same 5 min pattern used during the other
depression-related tests. Stimulations were delivered daily over 14 consecutive days. WT
and Thy1–Chr2 mice were tested 10 d after the last stimulation in a social interaction test to
quantify their social avoidance and an EPM test to quantify their anxiety-related behavior.
No additional cortical stimulations were performed during these tests. Chronically stressed
and stimulated Thy1–Chr2 mice exhibited decreased social interaction scores compared with
single-housed control mice (t(11) = 5.74; p = 0.00013 using Student’s t test); however, no
significant differences in social interaction (t(12) = 0.35; p =0.73 using Student’s t test) or
open-field exploration (t(12) = 0.75; p = 0.47 using Student’s t test) were observed between
Thy1–Chr2 mice and their chronically stressed and stimulated WT littermate controls (Fig.
2a,b). Conversely, chronically stressed and stimulated Thy1–Chr2 mice spent significantly
more time in the open arms of the EPM compared with WT mice [two-way ANOVA of
genotype × stress condition revealed a significant genotype × stress interaction effect(F(1,26)
= 8.06, p =0.0093); and post hoc tests using Student’s t test (t(12) = 2.66; p =0.012) revealed
a significant genotype effect in the chronically stressed group; Fig. 2c, left]. Together, these
experiments demonstrate that chronic stimulation of PFC projection neurons induces an
anxiolytic-like effect in mice exposed to chronic social subordination stress. Furthermore,
this effect is long lasting given that it is observed 10–14 d after the last session of cortical
stimulation. Notably, no significant differences in EPM open-arm time were observed
between chronically stimulated Thy1–Chr2 mice and their WT littermate controls that were
not exposed to chronic social defeat stress [post hoc tests using Student’s t test (t(11) = 1.16;
p =0.27) found no significant genotype effect in the nonstressed group; Fig. 2c, right].

Layer V PFC stimulation drives limbic beta synchrony
Twelve Thy1–Chr2 mice were implanted with a fiber-optic stimulating cannula directly
above anterior PrL (an anatomical subdivision of medial PFC). Microwire array recording
electrodes were also implanted across multiple limbic brain regions, including PrL, NAc,
BA, and VTA. Mice implanted with the microwire electrode assemblies recovered well and
behaved normally after surgery, allowing us to concurrently record LFP and unit activity
across entire limbic circuits in awake, non-restrained conditions during direct stimulation of
cortical projecting neurons (Fig. 3a,b). The same spike train pattern used for our behavioral
experiments was used to drive the stimulating laser (Fig. 3c). Using this stimulating pattern,
we found that direct activation of PrL projection neurons was sufficient to enhance LFP
oscillatory power across all of the limbic brain regions we recorded (p <0.05 for all
comparisons across brain areas and frequency bands examined; see Fig. 4). Notably, these
observations were not attributable to stimulus artifact introduced by the direct effect of light
exposure on the PrL electrode tips (Cardin et al., 2009), because they were not observed in
WT mice subjected to the same stimulation and recording protocol (Fig. 3d).

LFP synchrony has been implicated as a neurophysiological correlate of brain circuit
function (Seidenbecher et al., 2003; Jones and Wilson, 2005; Dzirasa et al., 2009; Adhikari
et al., 2010). Because direct PrL stimulation modulated limbic oscillatory power, we also
quantified changes in spectral coherence across LFP pairs during the recording session.
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Interestingly, we found that PrL stimulation suppressed PrL–NAc delta synchrony, and
drove beta synchrony across the entire limbic circuit (p <0.05 for all comparisons using
FDR-corrected t test; Fig. 5). Conversely, optogenetic stimulation of PrL projection neurons
had no effect on theta or gamma synchrony across the circuit. Notably, because the mean
firing rate of the exogenous cell used to drive the stimulating laser was 4.02 Hz and PrL
stimulation at a fixed 4 Hz frequency tended to enhance limbic beta synchrony as well (Fig.
5c), the changes in beta synchrony observed across limbic circuits during cortical
stimulation did not simply reflect the activation pattern of the stimulating laser. Rather, the
changes in synchrony observed across this frequency range likely corresponded with the
activation of neural networks responsible for the modulation of physiologically relevant
circuits. Importantly, no enhancement of limbic beta synchrony was observed in a mouse
pretreated with ibotenic acid in PrL or during stimulation of S1 or using the same PrL
neuron-based pattern (i.e., 4.02 Hz; Fig. 6). Together, these findings demonstrate that direct
PrL stimulation induces circuit-selective changes in limbic neural oscillatory dynamics.

After demonstrating that direct stimulation of PrL projection neurons is sufficient to
modulate limbic oscillatory power and the synchronization of limbic brain networks, we
examined whether these changes were accompanied by changes in the timing of unit firing
across limbic brain areas. For these experiments, PrL was stimulated at a frequency of 0.1
Hz. Neurophysiological activity was then recorded for an additional 20 min, and perievent
firing rate histograms were calculated relative to each light pulse. Our findings indicated that
73.7% of the remote limbic neurons (101 of 137 neurons) displayed significant changes in
their firing rates after single-pulse PrL stimulation (Fig. 7; for example of remote units
modulated by single-pulse PrL stimulation, see Fig. 8). Effects differed widely within and
across brains regions, with some units decreasing their firing rate after PrL stimulation,
some units increasing their firing rate after PrL stimulation, and other units exhibiting both
increases and decreases in their firing rates at various temporal delays after PrL stimulation.
In several cases, unit activity changes could be observed >150 ms after light pulses. Notably,
80.3% (110 of 137) of the units analyzed exhibited stimulation-induced changes in their
firing rates that correlated with locally recorded light-induced evoked potentials [i.e., light-
triggered averages (LTAs) of LFP activity recorded from the same microwire as each unit],
providing strong evidence that the limbic oscillatory changes observed after cortical
stimulation were locally relevant. Several of the neurons recorded exhibited higher firing
rates during temporal offsets consistent with the positive evoked response in LTA signals
(Type A), whereas others exhibited higher firing rates during periods of the stronger
negative evoked response (Type B). These different response patterns may reflect circuit-
based response properties based on the profile of afferent connections that modulate the
activity of each unit. When we examined the profile of population of neurons recorded
within each region, we found that Type A BA neurons exhibited a significantly higher
correlation with their local LTAs than Type B BA neurons (although no significant
difference was observed in the proportion of Type A and Type B BA neurons; p =0.015
using Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test; p > 0.05 using Z test, followed by FDR correction; Fig. 8).
No significant differences were observed in the LTA coupling strength of Type A and Type
B neurons across any of the other brain areas examined (p = 0.20 and 0.07 using Wilcoxon’s
rank-sum test for NAc and VTA neurons, respectively); however, a significantly higher
proportion of Type A neurons was observed in NAc and VTA ( p <0.05 using Z test,
followed by FDR correction). Together, these results raise the hypothesis that PrL efferents
may preferentially activate BA, NAc, and VTA inhibitory networks because Type A
neurons (by definition) exhibit higher firing rates at time points in which the LFP was more
hyperpolarized (more positive extracellular potential). Altogether, these results demonstrate
that direct stimulation of PrL modulates neural oscillatory power, oscillatory phase timing,
cross-area synchrony, and unit activity across vast limbic circuits responsible for mood
regulation, affective control, fear and reward processing, and circadian regulation.
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Importantly, LFPs recorded concurrently from distinct brain areas within a mouse did not
exhibit identical stimulation-locked responses (as would be expected if the remote signals
resulted from electrical artifacts introduced by activating the laser; Fig. 9), the temporal
nature of the remote evoked responses did not correspond with the distance of each site from
the stimulating fiber (as would be expected in the case of volume conduction of the high-
amplitude PrL signals that follow light stimulation), and the evoked responses were
consistent with local unit activity. Thus, these neurophysiological changes were not
attributable to stimulation artifact or the volume conduction of the high-amplitude PrL
signals.

Finally, we examined the effect of PrL stimulation on the expression of the immediate early
gene c-fos across limbic brain areas. When we compared stimulated Thy1–Chr2 mice and
their nonstimulated Thy1–Chr2 littermates, we found that PrL stimulation tended to increase
c-fos expression across multiple limbic brain areas, although only PrL and NAc reached
statistical significance (p < 0.05 using unpaired t test; Fig. 10). Notably, these data provide
unequivocal evidence that PrL stimulation modulates the firing rate of neurons distributed
across target areas of PrL efferents.

Discussion
MDD is a heterogeneous multifactorial neuropsychiatric illness characterized by profound
changes in sleep, affect, interests, and outlook on life (American Psychiatric Association,
2000; Akil et al., 2010). Although it has been difficult to recapitulate all of the salient
aspects of MDD in a single animal (Krishnan and Nestler, 2008; Nestler and Hyman, 2010),
animal models have served as powerful tools to investigate the mechanism of action of
modalities used to ameliorate depressive symptoms (Nestler et al., 2002; Charney and
Manji, 2004; Jinno and Kosaka, 2009; Akil et al., 2010). Here we show that the direct
activation of PrL projection systems is sufficient to modulate oscillatory activity across
limbic networks and induce limbic beta synchrony. Moreover, we show that the oscillatory
changes observed across limbic brain areas during cortical stimulation directly correlate with
changes in local unit activity and that cortical stimulation differentially affects local
networks and c-fos expression across each of the limbic brain regions we examined. Finally,
we demonstrate the chronic PrL stimulation modifies affect-related behavior in chronically
stressed animals.

High-frequency electrical stimulation of infralimbic (IL) cortex (i.e., DBS) promotes
antidepressant-like properties in rodents subjected to a forced-swim test (Hamani et al.,
2010). Notably, IL DBS continues to induce an antidepressant-like response after the
ablation of local neurons within IL cortex, suggesting that electrical stimulation of pass
through fibers (such as those originating from PrL) may play a role in mediating the
antidepressant-like effects of IL DBS. Our findings demonstrate that similar responses can
be recapitulated by directly stimulating excitatory projection neurons in PrL. Thy1–Chr2
(line 18) mice express the ChR2–YFP fusion protein in layer V cortical neurons and several
subcortical brain areas (Arenkiel et al., 2007). Although the Thy1–Chr2 transgenics may
express Chr2 in the axon terminals of several PrL afferents, the neurophysiological effects
we observe during PrL light stimulation is unlikely attributable to antidromic activation of
these fibers. First, BA projections to PrL do not express Chr2 in the line 18 mice. Second,
DA neurons that project from VTA to PrL do not express Chr2 in line 18 mice. Third, there
are no direct projections from striatum (i.e., NAc) to PrL in rodents. Fourth, PrL efferents
provide monosynaptic or polysynaptic input to many of the subcortical brain regions that
express Chr2 in the Thy1–Chr2 (line 18) mice, and the efferent output from PrL to these
subcortical brain regions far exceeds the afferent input from these brain regions to PrL
(Douglas and Martin, 2004; Logothetis, 2008). Finally, pretreatment with ibotenic acid
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[which induces excitotoxic lesions in local neurons while sparing pass-through fibers
(Hamani et al., 2010)] suppresses the enhancement of limbic synchrony observed during PrL
stimulation. Thus, we are confident that the neurophysiological and behavioral changes
induced by PrL stimulation are attributable to the activation of descending cortical efferents
and not antidromic activation of PrL afferents.

Decreased immobility time on the forced-swim test after the acute administration of various
pharmacological agents is widely used as a model for predicting the clinical efficacy of
antidepressants. Although our findings show that acute PrL activation recapitulates the
effect of antidepressants on the forced-swim test and the psychomotor activating effect of
antidepressants in the open field (Brocco et al., 2002), it remains unclear the extent to which
the forced-swim test in and of itself actually models MDD in humans (Nestler and Hyman,
2010). Conversely, chronic subordination stress comprises a model for engendering
depressive-like behaviors with ethological, face, and predictive validity (Miczek et al.,
2008).

Chronic cortical stimulation as used in the current study produced a robust anxiolytic-like
response in mice exposed to chronic subordination stress as measured by the EPM, although
not in social interaction behavior. Notably, chronic administration of antidepressive agents,
including selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors, also induces selective anxiolytic effects
(Stein, 1998). Although our previous findings demonstrated that high-frequency non-cell-
type-selective PFC stimulation reduced social avoidance in mice exposed to chronic
subordination stress, this type of stimulation had no effect on anxiety-related behavior
(Covington et al., 2010). These divergent findings may ultimately be attributable to the
different PrL areas targeted in the two studies, the different circuit-wide effects induced by
the high- and low-frequency stimulation parameters, or the cell-type-specific stimulation
protocol used in this study. Notably, chronic cortical stimulation did not induce an
anxiolytic-like response in non-stressed Thy1–Chr2 mice. This demonstrates that our
stimulation paradigm targets the pathological anxiety-related brain changes that result from
exposure to chronic stress but not normal fear processing that occurs in nonstressed mice.
Because the anxiolytic effect that followed chronic cortical stimulation in stressed mice was
observed 10–14 d after the last cortical stimulation, our findings suggest that our chronic
stimulation protocol induced plastic changes across affective circuits that are modified by
stress. Nevertheless, additional experiments will be necessary to definitively test this
hypothesis.

Cross-structural neural oscillatory synchrony has gained attention as a potential mechanism
through which the brain binds the activity of populations of neurons distributed across many
cortical and subcortical structures to generate behaviors. For example, studies demonstrate
that hippocampus and PFC oscillations synchronize during anxiety (Adhikari et al., 2010)
and spatial-cognitive processes (Jones and Wilson, 2005; Dzirasa et al., 2009). Together,
these studies suggest that the long-range synchronization of neural oscillatory activity may
play a role in coordinating activity between structures that define broad neural circuits.
Notably, changes in cross-structural synchrony have been implicated in mediating the
behavioral manifestations observed across other brain disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease
(Fuentes et al., 2009), schizophrenia (Sigurdsson et al., 2010), bipolar disorder (Dzirasa et
al., 2011b), and depression (Sheline et al., 2010).

Here we use a multicircuit neurophysiological recording approach (Dzirasa et al., 2011a) to
characterize activity across limbic brain circuits during optogenetic stimulation of PFC
projection neurons in freely behaving mice. Our results demonstrated that low-frequency
stimulation of PFC projection neurons (i.e., 4.02 Hz stimulation pattern) selectively
enhanced beta synchrony and suppressed delta synchrony across widely distributed limbic
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circuits. These selective changes in delta and beta synchrony were observed despite the fact
that PFC stimulation enhanced oscillatory power across all of the frequencies (delta, theta,
beta, and gamma) and brain areas examined in this study. Interestingly, functional changes
across limbic beta networks have been linked to antidepressant response profiles in human
depressed subjects (Salvadore et al., 2010). Given that the PFC layer V stimulation models
an acute antidepressant-like effect across several depression-related behavioral tests and an
antidepressant-like effect (i.e., anxiolytic) in mice exposed to chronic social defeat stress,
our findings raise the hypothesis that modulation of limbic network (delta and beta)
synchrony may play an important role in the antidepressant-like effect of direct electrical or
magnetic stimulation of PFC in MDD. Indeed, studies have suggested that cortical–limbic
networks that regulate affective and cognitive processing overlap within a node of the PFC
(i.e., the dorsal nexus), and alterations in synchrony between this node and several limbic
brain areas have been described in MDD (Sheline et al., 2010). Nevertheless, additional
studies in patients with MDD will be necessary to definitely test this hypothesis.

Conclusions
Overall, our findings provide strong support for the top-down modulation hypothesis
proposed to underlie the mechanism of action of DBS and TMS in treatment refractory
MDD (Mayberg, 2009). The unveiling of the circuit-based interactions between PFC and
limbic brain regions, with millisecond resolution, holds promise toward greater
understanding of the neurobiological underpinnings of MDD and the targeted therapeutics
used to treat the disorder. Most importantly, these findings may ultimately serve to enhance
the targeting of antidepressant therapies, including DBS and TMS, and they may facilitate
the development of the optogenetic-based therapeutic approaches to target dysfunctional
circuits in affective and anxiety disorders.
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Figure 1.
High-frequency PFC stimulation induces hyperactivity. a, Cortical stimulation targeting
approach used for behavioral and neurophysiological experiments. b, Anterior PrL
expression pattern of Chr2 in Thy1–Chr2 (line 18) mice. Chr2 labeling was observed in the
cell bodies of layer V neurons (left) and their apical dendrites. High-resolution image of an
apical dendrite of a layer V pyramidal neuron (right). c, Thy1–Chr2 mice were placed in an
open field, and locomotor profiles were recorded during PrL stimulation with a prerecorded
PrL neuron pattern (4.02 Hz) or at 40 Hz (5 ms pulse width). The distance traveled during
the 1 min stimulation intervals was compared with the distance traveled during the 1 min
intervals after stimulation using a Student’s t test. PrL stimulation at 40 Hz induced
hyperactivity, whereas stimulation using the PrL neuron pattern did not. *p < 0.025; n = 6
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Thy1–Chr2 mice. d, Open-field locomotor profiles in WT and Thy1–Chr2 mice during 5
min PrL stimulation at 4.02 Hz. *p <0.05 using Student’s t test; n =6 mice per genotype.
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Figure 2.
Antidepressant-like effect of chronic cortical stimulation in chronically stressed mice. a,
Thy1–Chr2 mice exposed to chronic subordination stress displayed similar interaction times
as their WT littermates during the social interaction test after chronic cortical stimulation.
Chronically stressed mice exhibited significantly lower social interaction scores than non-
stressed nonstimulated single-housed control mice. **p <0.001 using Student’s t test; n = 6 –
7 per genotype. b, Thy1–Chr2 mice exposed to chronic subordination stress exhibited
similar open-field exploration profiles as their chronically stressed WT littermates after
chronic cortical stimulation. c, Chronically stressed and chronically stimulated Thy1–Chr2
mice spent more time in the open arm of an EPM compared with their WT littermate
controls. *p < 0.05 using Student’s t test; n =7 per genotype (left). No significant differences
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in open arm time were observed between single-housed (nonstressed) Thy1–Chr2 and WT
control mice after chronic stimulation. P <0.05 using Student’s t test; n =6 –7 per genotype.
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Figure 3.
Neurophysiological recordings during optogenetic stimulation of cortical projection neurons.
a, Diagram of limbic circuit that contributes to depression. b, Ten second trace of
neurophysiological activity recorded at the onset of cortical stimulation juxtaposed with a 10
s trace of neurophysiological activity recorded at the offset of cortical stimulation. c, Sixty
second rate histogram of exogenous PrL neuron used to drive cortical stimulation in this
study. d, PrL LFP trace recorded in Thy1–Chr2 and WT mouse during cortical stimulation.
Note that laser pulses do not generate the large-amplitude traces in WT mice during cortical
stimulation. e, Histological images showing representative electrode lesion tracks.
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Figure 4.
Optogenetic stimulation of cortical projection neurons increases oscillatory power across
limbic brain areas. a, LFP spectral trace during optogenetic stimulation of cortical projection
neurons. b, Change in oscillatory power during optogenetic cortical stimulation. *p <0.05
using Student’s t test, followed by an FDR correction for multiple comparisons; n =8 for all
brain areas.
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Figure 5.
Cortical stimulation modulates spectral synchrony across distributed limbic circuits. a,
Spectral coherence plots generated for LFP pairs recorded across limbic brain areas during
PrL stimulation. b, Circuits that demonstrated significant changes in synchrony during
cortical stimulation are shown in green (increases) or red (decreases) with their respective
percentage coherence change from baseline. p <0.05 using Student’s t test, followed by an
FDR correction for multiple comparisons; n =8 for all brain area pairs. c, Spectral coherence
plots generated for LFP pairs recorded across limbic brain areas in a mouse during fixed
frequency PrL stimulation at 4 Hz (note that 4 Hz stimulation tended to enhance limbic beta
synchrony).
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Figure 6.
Stimulation of cortical projection neurons is necessary to enhance limbic synchrony. a, LFP
activity and limbic synchrony during S1 stimulation in a Thy1–Chr2 mouse (n =1). b,
Example LFP activity and limbic synchrony during PrL stimulation in a Thy1–Chr2 mouse
pretreated with ibotenic acid (n =2). Example histological image of PrL in Thy1–Chr2
mouse treated unilaterally with ibotenic acid. Note the decreased eYPF expression in the
hemisphere treated with ibotenic acid (IBO).
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Figure 7.
Example of neuron isolated from NAc. From left to right, Depiction of the extracellularly
recorded waveform of the unit (x-axis, 1600 μs; y-axis, 185 μV), projection of the clusters
corresponding to the unit and the noise based on analysis of the first two principal
components of the waveforms recorded (x-axis, PC1; y-axis, PC2), and interspike interval
histogram.
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Figure 8.
Cortical stimulation synchronizes unit activity across limbic circuits. PrL was stimulated at
0.1 Hz for 20 min for a total of 120 trials. a, Each plot depicts a spike waveform (800 μs
width, top), the perievent spike raster plot (middle), and the perievent firing rate time
histogram (bottom) for the same neuron during cortical stimulation. Time 0 (red line) is the
time of cortical stimulation during each trial. A total of 78.6% of NAc neurons (33 of 42),
53.3% of BA neurons (16 of 30), and 80.0% of VTA neurons (52 of 65) were significantly
modulated by cortical stimulation. Blue lines represent LTA functions calculated from LFPs
recorded simultaneously from the same microwire as each isolated unit. b, A total of 90.5%
of NAc neurons (38 of 42), 60.0% of BA neurons (18 of 30), and 83.1% of VTA neurons
(54 of 65) displayed activities that positively correlated (+Corr; Type A; see NAC_6_04a for
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example) or negatively correlated (−Corr; Type B; see NAC_4_05d for example) with
locally recorded LTAs after single-pulse cortical stimulation. *p <0.05 using Mann–
Whitney U test.
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Figure 9.
Evoked potential recorded from limbic brain areas during low-frequency cortical stimulation
(0.1 Hz). Evoked potentials are shown as the mean ±SEM for all of the LFP channels
recorded across each structure within a single mouse during a single trial. This mouse had
recording electrodes implanted in dorsal raphe (DR) (AP, −4.5 mm; ML, 0.3 mm; and DV,
−2.25 mm from bregma) and medial dorsal thalamus (THAL) (AP, −1.6 mm; ML, 0.3 mm;
and DV, −2.9 mm from bregma) in addition to the other brain areas described in this study.
Note that several brain areas that were most distal to the stimulation site (i.e., DR and VTA)
exhibited maximum/minimum potential peaks that occurred before the proximal brain areas
(i.e., NAc).
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Figure 10.
Stimulation-induced c-fos expression. a, c-fos immunostaining (red) in the NAc; cell nuclei
are identified by DAPI staining (blue). Images are representative of three images taken from
each of three separate brains at 40× magnification. b, Quantification of c-fos-positive cells
across PrL, NAc, BA, and VTA in Thy1–Chr2 mice after 5 min of PrL stimulation and in
nonstimulated Thy1–Chr2 mice. *p <0.05 using t test; n =6 mice per condition.
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Table 1

Implantation coordinates measured from bregma

Area AP (mm) ML (mm) DV (mm)

PrL +2.65 ±0.25 −0.8

NAc +1.25 +1.15 −3.9

BA −1.58 2.5 4.75

VTA −3.3 +0.3 −4.25
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